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ABSTRACT

The 1995 western North American
Deep Probe seismic experiment, a conti-
nental-scale, long-range refraction inves-
tigation, extended from the Colorado
Plateau to the Archean craton in Canada.
The profile crossed the Proterozoic ter-
ranes of the southern Rocky Mountains
and Colorado Plateau and the southern
part of the Archean Wyoming province—
a region modified by Phanerozoic tecton-
ism, and the northern part of the
Wyoming province and the Archean
Hearne province—a region that has been
relatively stable since the Archean. Each
geologic province has a distinctive
crustal type, that of the Wyoming
province being the thickest and fastest.
In the mantle, the change from low to
high upper-mantle seismic velocity that
marks the passage from the orogenic
plateau to the craton in published tele-
seismic tomographic images is seen to
occur abruptly in the vicinity of the
Cheyenne belt, which separates the Pro-
terozoic Rocky Mountain terranes from
the Archean Wyoming province. To the
south, the upper mantle beneath the
southern Rocky Mountains has a well-
developed P-wave low-velocity zone like
that beneath the Gulf of California
spreading system. To the north, the
upper mantle beneath the Archean
provinces resembles the teleseismic aver-
age for the Canadian shield.

INTRODUCTION

The 1995 Deep Probe investigation is
unique among modern seismic refraction
studies of western North American litho-
sphere in scale and spatial sampling (Fig. 1).
The study provides seismic observations
between the scale of regional reflection or
refraction crustal studies and of teleseismic
earthquake mantle studies. The Deep Probe
corridor approximately follows the 110th
meridian, spanning ~29° from north of the
U.S.-Mexican border to Great Slave Lake in

Canada. From north to south, the profile
crosses the Archean Hearne and Wyoming
provinces, the Cheyenne belt, and the Pro-
terozoic terranes of the southern Rocky
Mountains and Colorado Plateau.

Beginning in the north, the Hearne
province of central-south Alberta is the west-
ernmost extension of the Canadian craton.
On the basis of basement drill core, gravity,
and aeromagnetic studies, the province con-

sists of several Archean domains (Ross et al.,
1991). Sedimentary sequences in southern
Alberta and northern Montana indicate that
the region has been a largely stable topo-
graphic high for 1.5 b. y. A prominent crustal
feature known as the Vulcan structure could
mark the limit with the Wyoming province.
The Wyoming province, which is an agglom-

Figure 1. Location map showing the Deep Probe corridor in western North America. Blue line shows
seismograph stations occupied for 1995 active-source experiment. SP refers to Deep Probe shotpoints, S
to SAREX shotpoints used in this study. Red lines denote borders of major geologic provinces (after Hoff-
man, 1989). VS—Vulcan structure between Hearne and Wyoming Archean provinces; CB—Cheyenne
belt suture between Archean Wyoming province and Proterozoic accreted terranes.
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eration of back-arc basins, island arcs, and
micro-continental fragments intruded by
Late Archean granites, has been largely stable
since 2.7 to 2.6 Ga (Houston et al., 1993).
The rest of the southwestern U.S. interior
consists of Proterozoic island-arc terranes
accreted to the southern margin of the
Wyoming province between 2.0 and 1.3 Ga
(Karlstrom and Bowring, 1988). The
Cheyenne belt at the southern boundary of
the Wyoming province is interpreted as a
Proterozoic crustal suture (Karlstrom and

Houston, 1984). The resultant continent
known as Laurentia was subjected to Late
Proterozic to Early Cambrian rifting that
established the limits of the modern North
American craton (e.g., Hoffman, 1989).

In the Phanerozoic, the western margin
of North America was uplifted and modified
by a succession of tectonic events (Burchfiel
and Davis, 1975; Ye et al., 1996), only some
of which extended into the study area. Of
those that did, the Pennsylvanian Ancestral
Rockies event affected the Proterozoic ter-
ranes south of the Cheyenne belt, producing
the Uncompahgre uplift. The Late Creta-
ceous to mid-Eocene Laramide event pro-
duced basement uplifts and deep sedimen-
tary basins throughout the Proterozoic
terranes and the southern Wyoming
province. Tertiary events in the southern part
of the region caused uplift of the Colorado
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Extended Deadline!
The Penrose Conference on

“Strike-slip to subduction transitions on
plate boundaries: Tectonic settings,
plate kinematics, and seismic hazards,”
Puerta Plata, Dominican Republic has
extended its application deadline to
September 1, 1998.
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Plateau and produced Basin and Range
extension (e.g., Schneider and Keller, 1994). 

The goals of the seismic investigation
were to determine and contrast the litho-
spheric structures of the relatively stable
Hearne and northern Wyoming provinces
with those of the southern Wyoming
province and the Proterozoic terranes
affected by Laramide events. The seismic data
collected provide a continental-scale 
P-wave velocity model for the crust and
upper mantle to depths of ~150 km. We
describe two major lateral changes in velocity
structure, one in the crust and one in the
mantle, which are associated with bound-
aries between the geological provinces and
indicate major differences in lithospheric
evolution.

DEEP PROBE SEISMIC OBSERVA-
TIONS AND INTERPRETATION

The Deep Probe experiment consisted of
10 shots detonated at seven shotpoints,
recorded by 710 portable refraction seis-
mometers deployed twice at about 1200 sites.
Nominal instrument spacing was 1.25 km
(Fig. 1; Gorman et al., 1997). Shot size varied
from 2400 to 17000 kg of chemical explo-
sive. The recording arrays extended from
northern New Mexico to central Alberta. Just
prior to our experiment, the Canadian Litho-
probe program conducted the crustal-scale
Southern Alberta Refraction Experiment
(SAREX), coincident with the Canadian part
of Deep Probe. Three shot records from
SAREX are included in the analysis here (S1,
S6, and S11; Fig. 1).

Seismic Observations: Three
Province-Related Seismic 
Signatures

The fundamental experimental results
are illustrated by the records from shotpoint
SP43 in central Wyoming, just north of the
Cheyenne belt (Fig. 3, see p. 16–17).
Markedly different crustal and upper-mantle
signals occur north and south of SP43, indi-
cating profound changes in the upper 150
km of the lithosphere over a distance not
exceeding 250–300 km. Primary crustal and
mantle seismic waves observed include: Pg—
upper crustal refractions; Pi—refracted within
a lower crustal layer; PmP—reflected from
the Moho; and Pn and related phases—
refracted beneath the Moho. Travel times
and amplitudes of these waves constrain
crustal thicknesses and crustal and mantle
seismic velocities. An important feature is the
source to receiver offset at which Pn becomes
a first arrival—the crossover distance—which
increases with crustal thickness.

First-order observations on the profile
south of SP43 in the Proterozoic terranes of
the southern Rockies–Colorado Plateau are
that Pn becomes a first arrival at ~200 km off-
set, has velocities of 7.9–8.0 km/s, and is very
weak from the crossover at ~200 km to ~425
km (Fig. 2). Beyond 425 km, Pn amplitude

strengthens to offset distances of 800 km.
This weak Pn character from 200 to 425 km
also occurs on records from SP33 and SP37 in
New Mexico and Colorado.

The record for the Archean Wyoming
province north of SP43 is dramatically differ-
ent (Fig. 2). In particular, a Pn crossover at
~260 km indicates a thicker crust, and high-
amplitude and high-velocity (8.1–8.4 km/s)
Pn phases to offsets of ~800–1000 km indi-
cate a distinct upper-mantle structure. Pn
with similar character is seen south of SP49
from the Canadian border to central
Wyoming (Fig. 2). More subtle features seen
at SP43 north and SP49 south are lower
crustal refractions, Pi, with phase velocities of
7.0–7.3 km/s that are first arrivals from 180
to 260 km and clear second arrivals from 260
to 400 km (Fig. 2). Lower-crust events like
these are absent in the Proterozoic terranes to
the south and the Hearne province to the
north. 

North of SP49, in the Hearne province,
Pn becomes a first arrival at ~210 km with
velocities of 8.1–8.2 km/s. The shorter Pn
crossover distance (210 km) is also observed
on the other shots in the Hearne province,
indicating a thinner crust than in the
Wyoming province.

Cross Section of Western North
America

To interpret the data, we used reflectiv-
ity modeling to estimate average one-dimen-
sional velocity structures of the three

provinces (Fuchs and Müller, 1971), and two-
dimensional ray-tracing and travel-time
inversion to estimate two-dimensional crust
and upper mantle structure from all shots
(Luetgert, 1992; Zelt and Smith, 1992). Due
to large distances between shotpoints
(~400–600 km) travel-time modeling concen-
trated on the primary crustal and mantle
phases identifiable from shot to shot. For two-
dimensional ray-tracing, the starting model
used crustal structure estimates from the one-
dimensional interpretations, previous seismic
studies, and other geological and geophysical
data (Prodehl and Lipman, 1989; Pakiser,
1989; Schneider and Keller, 1994; Snelson,
1998). The two-dimensional modeling and
inversion allow a more detailed lithospheric
picture (Fig. 2), particularly where Moho
depth changes by 10 km over lateral dis-
tances of ~100 km. Complex sedimentary
basins along the profile generate short scale
variations in arrival times which were well
matched using a near-surface structure devel-
oped from published studies and velocity-
depth information from 71 well logs (Snel-
son, 1998; Snelson et al., 1998). From the top
of basement down, only small lateral velocity
variations within a province were required to
fit the data. Long-offset Pn and crustal
arrivals allowed determination of mean
velocities within a province to ±0.1 km/s and
mean depths to the Moho to ~2 km in Pn
crossover regions (Fig. 2).

Lithosphere continued from p. 2
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The main features of the seismic data
are exemplified by three simple but very dif-
ferent one-dimensional velocity models that
explain the main amplitude relations among
the seismic phases and give average crustal
and mantle structure within each province
(Figs. 2, 31). These are related through the
two-dimensional interpretation (Fig. 2). In
the south, the Proterozoic crust in the Rocky
Mountains and Colorado Plateau is 40 to 45
km thick and shows a linear velocity
increase with depth. Most variation in
crustal thickness occurs near the boundary
with the Wyoming province. In the Archean
Wyoming province, crustal thicknesses
range from ~40 km at the Cheyenne belt to
an average of ~50 km farther north. A high-
velocity layer (vp ~ 7.05–7.30 km/s) occurs in
the lower ~25 km of the crust. Crossing the
Vulcan structure, Moho depth in the Hearne
province shallows to ~40 km. The crust
again shows a simple vertical velocity gradi-
ent, but with higher velocities than in the
Proterozoic crust. Mean crustal velocity in
the Southern Rockies and Colorado Plateau
is 6.3 km/s, compared with 6.6 km/s in the
Wyoming province, and 6.45 km/s in the
Hearne province.

On a global scale, the southern Rockies
crust is thin and slow compared to average
crustal thicknesses and velocities of 42 km
and 6.4–6.5 km/s for shields and platforms,
and of 46–50 km and 6.4 km/s for orogens
(Christensen and Mooney, 1995; Rudnick
and Fountain, 1995). The Wyoming province
crust is considerably thicker and faster than
that of average shields, and faster than, but
similar in thickness to orogens. The some-
what thinner Hearne province crust has an
average shield velocity.

Variations in amplitude and velocity of
the Pn phase indicate extreme differences in
the upper mantle along the profile (Figs. 2,
3). North of SP43, the mantle just below the
Moho under the Archean provinces has a
velocity of 8.1 km/s that increases with
depth. There is no evidence of a low-velocity
zone. South of SP43, the mantle under the
Proterozoic province has a thin lid with
velocities of 7.9–8.0 km/s that is underlain by
a thick low-velocity zone with a velocity that
decreases to 7.75 ±0.1 km/s at 60 km depth.
The high-amplitude Pn phase observed in
the 425 to 800 km offset range is a turning or
reflected phase from a depth of ~90 km or
more.

Although determining the width of hor-
izontal transitions between terranes is ham-
pered by shot spacing, fortuitous shot posi-
tioning and geologic information allow some
inferences to be made. In particular, strong
asymmetry of seismic arrivals from SP43
implies a transition zone of less than ~250
km on the southern edge of the Wyoming
province. On the northern edge, first-arrival
refractions from the lower crust are seen from
both the north and the south at SP49/S1;
whereas 250 km to the north at S6, strongly
asymmetric first arrivals do not include
lower-crustal events. This implies that the
transition zone between the Wyoming and
Hearne provinces is less than 100 km wide.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NORTH 
AMERICAN EVOLUTION

The scale of the Deep Probe experiment
permits comparison with earthquake-derived
tomographic images of North America that
indicate a transition from fast, cold upper
mantle beneath the craton, to slow, hot
upper mantle beneath the uplifted North
American orogenic plateau (Grand, 1994;
Grand et al., 1997; van der Lee and Nolet,
1997). The resolution of the earthquake stud-
ies is considerably less—about 500 km hori-
zontally and 100 km vertically.

Southern Rocky Mountains–
Colorado Plateau: Proterozoic
Accreted Terranes

Given its location within a region of
Laramide tectonism, the crust in the south-
ern Rockies–Colorado Plateau is surprisingly
simple: little lateral velocity variation and no
vertical layering. Its 40 to 45 km thickness is
insufficient to explain present regional eleva-
tions (e.g., Sheehan et al., 1995). Going
deeper, the upper-mantle velocity profile is

comparable to that of Walck (1983) for the
Gulf of California part of the East Pacific Rise
spreading system (Fig. 3), in that both show
low-velocity zones just beneath the Moho.
The low-velocity zone beneath the southern
Rockies likely represents the buoyant mantle
needed to support the topography, and is
deeper and thicker than its equivalent in the
Colorado Plateau–Basin and Range transition
zone in Arizona (Benz and McCarthy, 1994).
To the east, a range of seismic methods (e.g.,
Sinno and Keller, 1986; Keller et al., 1990;
Slack et al., 1996) indicates low velocities in
the uppermost mantle of the Rio Grande Rift.
Grand’s (1994) teleseismic observations show
low velocities in the mantle extending from
the East Pacific Rise through the southwest-
ern United States. The Deep Probe results
show that regional low-velocity mantle
extends northward to the Cheyenne belt.

Wyoming Province: Thick Archean
Crust

The crust is thicker and faster in the
Wyoming province than in the Proterozoic
terranes, with a high-velocity lower-crustal
layer occurring in most of the province. The
transition from thin (40 km) to thick (50 km)
crust occurs in the southernmost 150 km of
the province. It is unclear how the Laramide
tectonism that affected parts of the province
modified the Archean crust. Nothing in our
results indicates a Laramide influence unless
the entire lower crustal layer is a Laramide
feature. The seismic velocity model (Fig. 2)
indicates a thick lower crust and uniform
upper-mantle structure beneath Laramide
uplifts in Wyoming and southern Montana
as well as the plains of Montana and south-
ern Alberta. 

Although the Archean crust in this part
of the Deep Probe profile is ~10 km thicker
than the global average for shields and plat-
forms (Christensen and Mooney, 1995), it is
not the only cratonic region with a high-
velocity lower crust (Rudnick and Fountain,
1995). High velocities like these are compati-
ble with mafic garnet granulite or horn-
blendite compositions, such as are found
among northern Montana xenoliths (Reed et
al., 1993), or with intermediate-composition
crust that is mixed with eclogite, pyroxenite,
or dunite.

After adjustment for crustal thickness,
the upper-mantle model for the Archean
Wyoming province is comparable to the
average Canadian shield P-wave profile (S25
in Fig. 3) derived from teleseismic P-wave
observations by LeFevre and Helmberger,
(1989). The similarities of the two profiles,
derived from different types and scales of
seismic data, indicate a similarity between
Wyoming province and Canadian shield
upper mantle.

Vulcan Structure and Hearne
Province

The crustal boundary between the
Wyoming and Hearne provinces appears to
lie close to the Vulcan structure in southern

Figure 2. Top: Two-dimensional P-velocity model
along Deep Probe corridor. Stars show shots used
in this study, gray lines show locations of
intracrustal and Moho reflection points. Model
depths are best constrained by Pi and Pn refrac-
tions that arise in these locations. The one-dimen-
sional velocity profiles derived from reflectivity
modeling are superimposed. All velocities shown
assume a flat Earth: At 100 km depth they are
~0.15 km/s faster than in a spherical Earth. Bot-
tom: Record sections from SP43, SP37, and SP49
are plotted beneath the shot location with calcu-
lated traveltime curves from the model superim-
posed in red. The blue circles indicate the
crossover where Pn becomes the first arrival.
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Alberta. This structure is covered by younger
sedimentary sequences, and is thus delin-
eated by gravity, magnetic, and seismic data
(Kanasewich et al., 1969). It is a target for
Lithoprobe’s Alberta Basement Transect (Ross
et al., 1997). North of the Vulcan structure,
the crust is like average Archean crust. No
strong vertical or lateral variations are seen
with the exception of a slight thinning to the
north. Despite crustal differences with the
Wyoming province, the Hearne province has
a similar mantle.

Some Unanswered Questions
We are left with questions related to the

development of the crust-mantle system
along the profile. Is the thick high-velocity
lower crust in the Wyoming province due to
original Archean assembly, Laramide tecton-
ism, or neither? If the lower crust is the result
of Archean formation, why is the Hearne
province different? Has its lower crust been
delaminated or incorporated into the upper
mantle through eclogitization (Nelson,
1991)? If the lower crust beneath the
Wyoming province resulted from lower
crustal flow during the Laramide, why is the
crust to the south so different? A global com-
pilation of Precambrian seismic structure
(Durrheim and Mooney, 1994) shows
Archean crust to be generally thinner and to
have lower velocity crust than Proterozoic
crust. This pattern is opposite to that seen in
the Wyoming province and the Proterozoic
terranes to the south.

CONCLUSIONS

The Deep Probe experiment provides a
continental-scale model of crust and upper-
mantle compressional velocity to depths of
~150 km along a transect crossing three dis-
tinct geologic provinces. Each province has a
distinct crustal type. The Wyoming province
has an unusual 25-km-thick high-velocity
lower-crustal layer, whereas the Hearne
province crust is more typical of an Archean
shield. The crust in the southern
Rockies–Colorado Plateau is relatively simple,
and it is thinner than expected from its ele-
vation and Phanerozoic contractional tec-
tonic history. 

The lithospheric mantle structure differs
profoundly between the relatively stable
Archean mantle in the north and a mobile,
tectonically active upper mantle in the south,
likely modified by Laramide and more recent
tectonism. The transition between the two
mantle structures is laterally abrupt, lying
close to a Proterozoic-age crustal suture
despite episodes of more recent tectonism.
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